
 

 

 

Zoom Meeting: 10/2/2023 at 5:30pm 
Present: Jason, Laura, Jillian, Hannah, Donny, Lindsay, Dani, Amber, Melissa 

Coaching Incident: Resolution happened from incident over the weekend of 10U team that 
didn’t have a referee. There were a few calls that the coach didn’t agree with and passive 
aggressive comments were made between coach and referee. At this point, the issue is 
resolved.  

Bank Status & Refunds: Donny advised on the verge of getting the issue resolved. He thinks 
issue with Solon parent is resolved as he provided her with Divvy info. Jason hasn’t received any 
more messages from parents. There are still a few outstanding refunds. Donny will send 
explanation to Jason. Donny said there are still a handful of refunds that need to be distributed. 
Amber asked how proactive should we be with remaining refunds. Donny will handle through 
online banking. There are at least 10 refunds owed.  

Switching Banks: Donny advised AYSO National’s bank of choice is CHASE bank. Jason is in favor 
of switching if it makes banking process easier. Donny will keep this in mind but will wait for 
now until dust settles with current banking incident. 

Paint: There were some issues with the paint sprayer in Amana. Melissa ordered part and it 
should be resolved. Jason will follow up with Jeff and Melissa. Amana is fine with using loaned 
goals from Tiffin. Jason said nets are needed. Dani ordered last round of Sator nets. AYSO owns 
the big, heavy nets. AYSO owns others and have AYSO stickers on them. Jason recommended 
creating an inventory of nets and equipment. **Further discuss at future meeting. Dani 
recommended getting accurate measurements of nets and order new ones.  

Indoor Soccer: One session per division except for 10U was heavy on #’s so did 2 sessions. Dani 
approached Tim about how many he wants to do this year. These sessions are every Sunday in 
January and February. Several board members agreed we should keep as is.  

Town Hall Meeting: Jason asked if AYSO has ever hosted a town hall to communicate info to 
parents other than via email. We will need to communicate that there are clear cut offs for 
registration. If Town Hall isn’t feasible, we should be thinking of other ways to communicate. 

Emails: Discussion around parents often are not reading communications. Suggestion made 
about limiting emails by grouping them which is possible but more back-end work. 
Recommended we give survey to parents to get feedback. 

Referees: Held the in-person component of the NEW Regional Referee - Online + In-Person 
Companion Course on September 11 at the North Liberty Library. There are now 17 referees on 



the MY2023 Refs Team roster. Created an AYSO Region 1103 Referees YouTube Channel. The 
channel contains continuing education content from AYSO, the International Football 
Association Board (IFAB), US Soccer, and the Professional Referee Organization (PRO). Playlists 
include: US Soccer’s Advice to NEW Referees, PRO Inside Video Review, Webinars, and HOT 
TOPICS, e.g., positioning, offside, game management, et al. Added a link to the Referees 
YouTube Channel on the REFEREES webpage. Updated the REFEREES webpage to provide 
signup instructions for the 2 virtual courses AYSOU offers: the 8U Official Course and the NEW 
Regional Referee Course. Updated the REGIONAL POLICIES page to link to the 2023-24 Uniform 
Policy that addresses Cochlear Implants. Inventoried referee uniforms and supplies stored at 
Moove-In. Based on the referee inventory results, ordered 10, 8U Official Badges and 5, 
Intermediate Referee Badges from the AYSO Supply Center for $35.31 and 6 Referee Uniform 
Kits from Score Sports for $403.51. 


